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Abstract

The equilibrium of magneto-elastic rods, formed of an elastic matrix con-

taining a uniform distribution of paramagnetic particles, that are subject to

terminal loads and are immersed in a uniform magnetic field, is studied. The

deduced nonlinear equilibrium equations are fully consistent with Kirchhoff’s

theory in the sense that they hold at the same order of magnitude. Exact

solutions of those equations in terms of Weierstrass elliptic functions are

presented with reference to magneto-elastic cantilevers that undergo planar

deformations under the action of a terminal force and a magnetic field whose

directions are either parallel or orthogonal. The exact solutions are applied

to the study of a problem of remotely controlled deformation of a rod and to

a bifurcation problem in which the end force and the magnetic field act as

an imperfection parameter and a bifurcation parameter, respectively.
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1. Introduction

The theory of Kirchhoff describes nonlinear deformations of thin rods in

which the displacements may be large while the strains with respect to an

undistorted configuration remain small. Starting from a three-dimensional

model of a rod, Kirchhoff’s theory arrives at one-dimensional equations of

motion that are exact at the first order in a dimensionless parameter depend-

ing on the thickness of the rod, the curvature of the rod axis and the twist

in both the undistorted and the deformed configurations, and the extension

suffered by the rod axis.

In the present paper, we examine the equilibrium of elastic rods containing

a uniform distribution of paramagnetic particles, that are subject to terminal

loads and are immersed in a uniform magnetic field. In a (three-dimensional)

body of such a type, the magnetic field determines the magnetization of the

embedded particles, and the interaction of the magnetized particles with the

applied magnetic field produces a distribution of magnetic couples acting on

the body. For that problem, we reduce the magnetic action to a distribu-

tion of couples per unit length of the rod axis and deduce the equilibrium

equations with a procedure that is completely coherent with the theory of

Kirchhoff because the obtained results hold at the same order of magnitude

of the theory. Then we apply the equilibrium equations to the study of pla-

nar deformations of cantilevers immersed in a magnetic field and acted upon

by a force applied at their free end, and obtain exact solutions in terms of

Weierstrass elliptic functions for the cases in which the terminal force and the

magnetic field are either parallel or orthogonal. Two examples of application
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of these exact solutions are presented, in which we have focused our attention

on the dependence of the deformation on the magnetic field when the force

is kept constant. The first example, in which the field and the force have

orthogonal directions, may be viewed as a model of a device for the remote

control of the deformation of a rod; the second one, in which the directions of

the force and the field are parallel, shows the presence of bifurcation points

and produces bifurcation diagrams in which the force has the role of an im-

perfection parameter while the magnetic field act as a bifurcation parameter.

The examples suggest that magneto-elastic rods may exhibit a wide variety

of behaviors when the parameters on which the deformation depends are

changed.

The theory of bending and twisting of thin rods has been developed by

Kirchhoff (1859, 1876) and Clebsch (1862, 1883), and refined by Love (1944),

who justified some passages of the theory by means of an order of magni-

tude analysis and showed that it is a first-order theory in an appropriate

measure of thickness, curvature, and extension. The development of the the-

ory and the contributions to it of various mathematicians of the nineteenth

century, are presented in the Introduction of the cited Love’s treatise and in

a historical paper of Dill (1992); a concise presentation of the theory in a

modern notation has been given by Coleman et al. (1993). The interest for

Kirchhoff’s theory in various fields of mechanics may be ascribed also to the

possibility of finding exact solutions of its nonlinear equations in terms of

elliptic functions. Among the first applications of the theory are those to the

elastica and the stability of rods, based on the Kirchhoff’s theorem of the

kinetic analogue. Recently, the theory has been applied in molecular biology
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to the study of equilibrium, motions, and stability of segments of DNA (e.g.,

Tobias et al., 1994, 1996; Coleman and Swigon, 2000) and in mechanics of

nonlocal elastic material to the study of equilibrium, stability, and buckling

of nanorods (Lembo, 2016, 2017, 2018).

The mechanics of rods under magnetic actions is the subject of a growing

field of research. Without attempting an account of the literature on the

matter, we restrict ourself to recall that the coupling between elastic and

magnetic phenomena in bodies modelled as wires, beams, or rods has been

initially studied with reference to the stability of beams made of magnetic

materials and conducting wires and rods immersed in a magnetic field (e.g.

Moon and Pao, 1969; Wallerstein and Peach, 1972; Moon and Holmes, 1979;

Wolfe, 1983; Seidman and Wolfe, 1988; Vella et al., 2013). In the last years,

developments in material science have led to a great interest in composite

bodies whose shape can be remotely controlled by means of a magnetic field

(e.g. Goubault et al., 2003; Dreyfus et al., 2005; Cebers and Cirulis, 2007;

Kimura et al., 2012; Gerbal et al., 2015). In particular, Ciambella et al. (2017)

have derived a model for fiber-reinforced magneto-elastic bodies, containing a

uniform distribution of prolate paramagnetic particles firmly embedded in an

elastomeric matrix, in which the action of a uniform magnetic field induces

distributions of magnetic couples. The expression obtained in this model

for the density of magnetostatic energy in a three-dimensional body is the

starting point for the present deduction of a distribution of couples per unit

length of the rod axis that is consistent, in the sense above specified, with

Kirchhoff’s theory of rods. Among recent studies on deformations of rods

controlled by a magnetic field, we recall the paper of Wang et al. (2020),
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in which large deformations of hard-magnetic elastica subject to magnetic

forces and couples have been discussed with a view toward application to the

design and control of small-scale robots employed in diagnostic and therapeu-

tic medical procedures, and the paper of Durastanti et al. (2020), in which

a problem of optimal design and control of shape for a non-uniformly mag-

netized cantilever subject to an external magnetic field has been formulated

and solved.

The present paper is organized as follows. In the Section 2, after giving a

summary of some results of Kirchhoff’s theory, the equilibrium equations for

magneto-elastic rods of the type previously described are deduced. Section

3 is devoted to the study of the equilibrium equations of magneto-elastic

cantilevers that undergo planar deformations under the action of a terminal

force and a uniform magnetic field; exact solutions, in terms of Weierstrass

elliptic functions, are obtained for the cases in which the field and the force

have parallel or orthogonal directions. Section 4 presents the two above

mentioned examples of application of these exact solutions, and Section 5

contains some concluding remarks. In the present paper, the convention of

the sum on repeated indices is adopted, with the agreement that latin indices

range over {1, 2, 3}, and greek indices over {1, 2}.

2. Equilibrium of Kirchhoff’s rods subject to magnetic couples

To derive the equilibrium equations of magneto-elastic rods which deform

according to Kirchhoff’s theory, we shall make use of an expression of the

density of magnetostatic energy that depends on the relative orientation of

the particles and the magnetic field, with the orientation of the particles
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determined by the gradient of the deformation. In the present Section, after

having recalled some features of Kirchhoff’s theory that are of interest for the

following discussion, we determine the form that the density of magnetostatic

energy assumes when the deformation of a rod is described by Kirchhoff’s

theory. Then we deduce the equilibrium equations of a magneto-elastic rod

by taking the variation of its elastic and magnetic energy.

2.1. Kirchhoff’s theory of rods

We begin by recalling those results of Kirchhoff’s theory that will be

employed in the following analysis of magneto-elastic rods. We refer the

reader interested in a more detailed or general treatment of the subject to

the original works and the modern expositions cited in the Introduction.

In Kirchhoff’s theory, a rod R is seen as a three-dimensional body that in

an undistorted stress-free configuration C
u occupies a space region described

by the mapping

x̂u (X1, X2, s) = xu(s) +X1d
u
1(s) +X2d

u
2(s), (1)

where: xu(s) is the position on a smooth space curve C u of the point having

arc-length coordinate s, with s varying in (0, ℓ); X1 and X2 belong to a

connected domain Σ of R2 whose centroid coincides with origin; du
1(s) and

du
2(s) are smooth unit vectors orthogonal to C

u at xu(s), that, together with

the unit tangent du
3(s) to C u,

du
3(s) = xu′(s) =

dxu

ds
(s) ,

form a right-handed orthonormal triad. The set of points x̂u (X1, X2, s) with

s fixed is the cross section S (s) of R; the unit vectors du
1(s) and du

2(s) are
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chosen lying along the principal directions of inertia of S (s). The curve C u

is the locus of the centroids of the cross sections, and the set of particles of

R that are on C u form the axis of the rod. The number ℓ is the length of R;

denoted by h the maximum distance between the origin and points on the

boundary of Σ, the body R is called a “rod” provided that h/ℓ≪ 1.

As it is usual in applications of Kirchhoff’s theory, we assume that the

rod is inextensible, that is, in its deformations we neglect the extensions

of the axis; such assumption is justified because those extensions ordinarily

are small with respect to the other quantities that determine the order of

magnitude of the approximations of the theory (cf. Love, 1944, Sect. 258).

In a deformation of the rod from C
u to a configuration C, the curve C u is

transformed into a curve C , given by an equation of the form x = x(s). In

view of the assumption of inextensibility, s is an arc-length parameter on C

and the vector d3(s) = x′(s) is the unit tangent to C at x(s); thus, in each

deformation, the following inextensibility condition holds:

d3(s) · d3(s) = x′(s) · x′(s) = 1 . (2)

The vectors du
1(s) and du

2(s) are transformed into the vectors d1(s) and d2(s)

that are tangent, at x(s), to the curves in which the principal axes of inertia

of S (s) have been transformed. To within the approximation of the theory,

d1(s) and d2(s) can be regarded as orthogonal, of unit length, and lying

in the plane perpendicular to d3(s) (cf. Dill, 1992, Sect.4). Since the triad

(d1,d2,d3) is orthonormal, in each configuration of the rod there exists a

vector κ = κ(s) = κi(s)di(s), called the curvature vector, such that

d′
i(s) = κ(s)× di(s) , i = 1, 2, 3 ; κ(s) =

1

2
di(s)× d′

i(s) . (3)
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The functions κ1 = κ1(s) and κ2 = κ2(s) are the components of curvature; the

relationship between these quantities and the geometric curvature k = k(s)

of C is made clear by the equations

κ1d1 + κ2d2 = kb = d3 × d ′
3 , k =

√

κ21 + κ22 , (4)

where b = b(s) is the binormal of the curve C . The function κ3 = κ3(s)

is the twist density in the configuration C, and is related to the geometric

torsion τ = τ(s) of C through

κ3 = τ + φ′ ,

where φ = φ(s) is the angle between the principal normal n of C and d1.

Now it is possible to make precise the order of magnitude of the approx-

imations of the theory. Let κu = κui d
u
i denote the curvature vector for the

configuration C
u, and let ε be defined by

ε = max
s∈(0,ℓ)

{|κu(s)|h, |κ(s)|h, h/ℓ} ; (5)

the theory of Kirchhoff holds to within an error of order O(ε2).

According to Love’s approach to the theory (Love, 1944, Sect.256), a de-

formation of the rod from the undistorted configuration C
u to a configuration

C can be imagined as obtained by taking the rod in a state in which the cross

sections remain plane, unstrained, and orthogonal to the axial curve C , and

suffer a rotation corresponding to the right value of the twist, and by adding

to that state a “small” displacement ū, which vanishes on C . Thus, the po-

sitions x̂ of the points of R in the configuration C are given by an equation

of the form

x̂ (X1, X2, s) = x(s) +X1d1(s) +X2d2(s) + ū (X1, X2, s) , (6)
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where ū(0, 0, s) = 0, and

|ū|
h

= O(ε) ,

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂ū

∂Xα

∣

∣

∣

∣

= O(ε) ,

∣

∣

∣

∣

∂ū

∂s

∣

∣

∣

∣

= O(ε2) . (7)

The maps x̂u and x̂, given by equations (1) and (6), are defined for (X1, X2, s)

in the cylinder C = Σ× (0, ℓ) of R3. The triplets (X1, X2, s) can be regarded

as convected coordinates on R; then, differentiation of equation (1) yields

that the vectors (g1, g2, g3) of the covariant basis in the configuration C
u are:

g1 =
∂x̂u

∂X1
= du

1 , g2 =
∂x̂u

∂X2
= du

2 , g3 =
∂x̂u

∂s
= du

3 + κu ×Xαd
u
α ; (8)

the vectors (g1, g2, g3) of the corresponding contravariant basis are

gk = du
k − du

3 ⊗ du
k(Xακ

u × du
α) +O(ε2) , k = 1, 2, 3 . (9)

By means of (5), (6), (7), and (9), the deformation gradient

F =
∂x̂

∂Xα

⊗ gα +
∂x̂

∂s
⊗ g3 ,

can be expressed in the form

F = Q+Xαµ× dα ⊗ du
3 +

∂ū

∂Xα

⊗ du
α +O(ε2) , (10)

with

Q = di ⊗ du
i , (11)

the rotation that transforms the triad (du
1,d

u
2 ,d

u
3) into the triad (d1,d2,d3),

and where the vector µ, defined as

µ = κ−Qκu , (12)

can be interpreted as a measure of the deformation (see equation (14)). In-

tegration over the sections of the three-dimensional equilibrium equations
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written in terms of the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, yields the equilib-

rium equations of a rod

F ′ + f = 0 , M ′ + d3 × F +m = 0 , (13)

where, at each s, the vectors F = F (s) and M = M(s) are the resultant

force and the resultant moment with respect to x(s) of the Piola stresses

exerted, on the surface in which S (s) has been transformed, by the part of

rod on the side of increasing s, and f = f (s) andm = m(s) are the force and

the couple per unit length of C u, obtained by integration over the sections

of the forces applied to the rod. The resultant force F is a reactive variable,

not constitutively determined; to within the order of approximation of the

theory, the constitutive equation for the resultant moment can be given the

form

M = Cµ , (14)

in which, for a rod whose cross sections have equal the two principal moments

of inertia, the second-order tensor C is

C = EIdα ⊗ dα +GJd3 ⊗ d3 , (15)

where E and G are the tensile and shear moduli of the material forming

the rod, I is the value of the two principal moments of inertia of the cross

sections, and J is the torsional rigidity factor, determined by the geometry

of the cross sections. The strain energy density ψe per unit length of C u is

(cf. Lembo, 2003)

ψe = ψe(µ) =
1

2
M · µ =

1

2
Cµ · µ ;

the symmetry of C and the form of ψe show that dψe/dµ = M .
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2.2. Magnetostatic energy in Kirchhoff’s rods

In the present Section we determine the expression of the magnetostatic

energy in a Kirchhoff’s rod formed by an elastic material containing a uniform

distribution of paramagnetic particles, under the assumptions that:

i) the magnetic particles have the shape of prolate ellipsoids of revolution;

ii) the orientation of the particles in the undistorted configuration is specified

by the unit vector au giving the direction their major axis;

iii) the density ν of magnetic particles in the rod is uniform;

iv) the applied magnetic field ha, to which the rod is subjected, is spatially

constant.

It is shown in Ciambella et al. (2017) that, under the assumptions i)-iv),

when a magneto-elastic body undergoes a finite deformation, the magneto-

static energy ψ̂m per unit volume of the reference configuration is

ψ̂m = −1

2
µ0νVΠ

(

χ(ha · a)2 − χ̃|ha|2
)

, (16)

where µ0 is permeability of vacuum, VΠ is the volume of a magnetic particle,

and a is the unit vector that gives the orientation of the particles in the

deformed configuration and is defined by a = Fau/|Fau|, with F the gradient

of the deformation experienced by the body. The susceptibilities χ and χ̃ are

used to relate the density of magnetizationm to the applied field ha through

the equation

m = χ(ha · a)a+ χ̃ha , (17)

and have the expressions that can be determined as follows.

The magnetic field h in a particle is the sum of the applied field ha and

the demagnetizing field hd, which is due to the magnetization within the
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particle and depends on its geometry:

h = ha + hd . (18)

For a linearly magnetic material, the density of magnetization is determined

by the field h through the equation

m = Xh , (19)

where X is the susceptibility tensor. We assume that this tensor has the form

X = χ‖a⊗ a + χ⊥(I − a⊗ a) , (20)

that describes an anisotropic material whose susceptibility is the same in all

the directions orthogonal to a, and has a different value in the direction a;

the constants χ‖ > 0 and χ⊥ > 0 are the magnetic susceptibilities in the

directions parallel and orthogonal to a. The magnetization m determines

the demagnetizing field hd by means of the equation

hd = −Nm , (21)

where N is the positive-definite demagnetizing tensor, that for a prolate

ellipsoid of revolution has the expression (cf., e.g., Hubert and Schäfer, 1998)

N = N‖a⊗ a+N⊥(I − a⊗ a) , (22)

with N‖ and N⊥ the demagnetizing factors along the directions parallel and

orthogonal to a. It follows from equations (18), (19), and (21) that

m =
(

X−1 +N
)−1
ha ;
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in view of definitions (20) and (22), this equation can be written in the form

(17) by putting χ =
(

χ−1
‖ +N‖

)−1 −
(

χ−1
⊥ +N⊥

)−1
, and χ̃ =

(

χ−1
⊥ +N⊥

)−1
.

Our next task is to determine the dependence of the vector a, and hence of

the function ψ̂m, on the fields that describe the deformation of a Kirchhoff’s

rod. We assume that au = au(x̂u) is parallel to the longitudinal fibers of the

rod, that is, to the material curves in C
u on which X1 and X2 do not vary,

so that au = g3/|g3|. By making use of the expressions (8)3 and (10) of g3

and F, and taking account of (7), we have that

|Fau|2 = 1 + 2Xαd3 · κ× dα +O(ε2)

|g3|2
,

and

(ha · Fau)2 =
(ha · d3)

2 + 2Xα(ha · κ× dα)(ha · d3) +O(ε2)

|g3|2
.

It follows from the last two equations that

(ha · a)2 =
(ha · Fau)2

|Fau|2 =
(ha · d3)

2 + 2Xα(ha · κ× dα)(ha · d3) +O(ε2)

1 + 2Xαd3 · κ× dα +O(ε2)

=
(ha · d3)

2(1− 2Xαd3 · κ× dα) + 2Xα(ha · κ× dα)(ha · d3) +O(ε2)

1− O(ε2)

= (ha · d3)
2 − 2Xα(κ · dα × dβ)(ha · dα)(ha · dβ) +O(ε2) .

Let C
u(s) denote the part of the rod delimited by the sections S (0) and

S (s), and let J be the Jacobian of the map x̂ : C → C
u,

J = g1 × g2 · g3 = 1 + du
3 ·Xακ

u × du
α ; (23)

neglecting the constant term in the expression (16) of ψ̂m, the magnetostatic
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energy of Cu(s) is

Ψm(s) =

∫

Cu(s)

ψ̂mdV = −1

2
µ0νVΠχ

∫

Cu(s)

(ha · Fau)2

|Fau|2 dV

= −1

2
µ0νVΠχ

∫

Σ×(0,s)

(ha · Fau)2

|Fau|2 J dX1dX2dς

= −1

2
µ0νVΠχ

∫ s

0

∫

Σ

(

(ha · d3)
2(1 +Xα d

u
3 · κu × du

α)

− 2Xα(κ · dα × dβ)(ha · dα)(ha · dβ)
)

dX1dX2dς +O(ε2) .

Since the centroid of Σ belongs to the axes X1 and X2, we have
∫

Σ

XαdX1dX2 = 0 , α = 1, 2 , (24)

and we conclude that, within the same order of approximation at which the

Kirchhoff’s theory holds, the magnetostatic energy per unit length along C u

is

ψm =
dΨm

ds
= −1

2
Aµ0νVΠχ(ha · d3)

2 = −1

2
η̃ (e · d3)

2 , (25)

where A is the area of the cross sections S and e is a unit vector parallel to

ha, and where we have put

η̃ = Aµ0νVΠχ|ha|2 . (26)

The constant η̃ has the dimensions of a force times the square of a length,

divided by the square of a current.

2.3. Equilibrium of magneto-elastic rods

We deduce the equilibrium equations of a magneto-elastic rod, subject

to a uniform magnetic field and to forces and couples applied at the ends,

by taking the variation of its elastic and magnetic energy under the condi-

tion that axial inextensibility be preserved. A variational derivation of the
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equilibrium equations of Kirchhoff’s rods in a purely mechanical context, for

deformations at the level of generality of those considered Section 2.1, has

been presented in Lembo (2003). To deduce the equilibrium equations of

a magneto-elastic rod, we employ the results of that paper, adding to the

variation of the mechanical quantities the term arising from the variation of

the magnetic energy.

The small displacement ū does not affect the equilibrium equations (13)

and the constitutive equation (14); once the curvature vector κu has been

determined, ū is obtained by integrating the three-dimensional equilibrium

equations with the appropriate conditions which hold at the lateral surface

of the rod (cf. Love (1944), Sections 257-258; Dill (1992), Sect.3). Thus, a

configuration C of a rod is determined when the displacement of the points

of the axial curve,

u(s) = x(s)− xu(s) ,

and the rotation Q defined by Equation (11) are known. As a consequence

of the assumption of inextensibility, it is

u′(s) = (Q(s)− I)du
3(s) ; (27)

conversely, taking the definition of u into account, (27) yields x′(s) = Q(s)du
3(s)

which implies the inextensibility condition (2). Hence, equation (27) can be

regarded as an expression of the condition that the rod axis is inextensible.

Let δu and δQ denote variations of u and Q, respectively, and let δq de-

note the vector associated with the skew tensor (δQ)QT; then, the variation

of the vectors di are

δdi = δ(Qdu
i ) = (δQ)QTdi = δq × di , i = 1, 2, 3 . (28)
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Making use of (3), (11), (12), (14), (15), and (28), it can be shown that

δµ = δq′ + δq × µ , δM = Cδq′ + δq ×M ;

these equations imply that the variation of the strain energy density is

δψe = (M · δq)′ −M ′ · δq . (29)

The constraint (27) can be taken into account through the integral

L =

∫ ℓ

0

Φ ·
(

u′ − (Q− I)du
3

)

ds ,

where the vector Φ is a Lagrange multiplier; the variation of L furnishes

δL = −
∫ ℓ

0

(

Φ′ · δu− d3 ×Φ · δq
)

ds+ [Φ · δu]ℓ0 . (30)

Since the quantity η̃ defined by (26) is a constant, it is easily seen that the

variation of the magnetic energy density (25) is

δψm = −1

2
η̃ δ(e · d3)

2 = −η̃ (d3 · e)d3 × e · δq . (31)

Finally, we collect the results (29), (30), and (31), and impose that the

variation of the magneto-elastic energy E of the rod subject to the constraint

(27) vanish:

δ(E + L ) = δ

∫ ℓ

0

(ψe + ψm)ds+ δL =

= −
∫ ℓ

0

(

(M ′ + d3 ×Φ+ (e · d3) e× d3) · δq +Φ′ · δu
)

ds

+ [M · δq +Φ · δu]ℓ0 = 0 .

When the multiplier Φ is identified with the resultant force F , this equation

yields that the equilibrium equations of a Kirchhoff’s rod subject to end loads

and a distribution of magnetic couples per unit length of the axial curve, are:

F ′ = 0 , M ′ + d3 × F + η̃ (d3 · e)d3 × e = 0 . (32)
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Clearly, these equations coincide with equations (13) in which the force per

unit length vanishes, f = 0, and the couple per unit length is due to the

magnetic interactions, m = η̃ (d3 · e)d3 × e. As shown by equations (26)

and (32), only the direction of the field ha is relevant to the equilibrium of

the rod, while its orientation is immaterial.

Remark 1. The magnetic couple per unit length of the axial curve and the

equilibrium equations of a magneto-elastic rod can be obtained through an

alternative procedure that employs the density of magnetization for the prob-

lem under consideration in the general formula giving the magnetic couple

produced by a magnetic field on a magnetized body.

The couple per unit referential volume l̂ exerted by the magnetic induc-

tion field b on the magnetization M is l̂ = M × b (cf., e.g., Tiersten, 1990,

Sect.8.3); by putting b = µ0ha and M = νVΠm, with m given by (17), it is

l̂ =M× b = νVΠm× µ0ha = µ0νVΠχ(ha · a)a× ha . (33)

In a deformation of a Kirchhoff’s rod in which the magnetic particles are

parallel to the longitudinal material fibers, a = Fg3/|Fg3|, and Fg3 = (d3 +

κ×Xαdα) +O(ε2); hence,

(ha · a)a× ha =

=
(d3 · ha)

(

d3 × ha +Xα(κ× dα)× ha

)

+Xαha · κ× dα(d3 × ha) +O(ε2)

1 + 2Xαd3 · κ× dα +O(ε2)

= (d3 · ha)d3 × ha +Xα

(

(d3 · ha)(κ× dα)× ha + (d3 × ha)ha · κ× dα

− 2(d3 · ha)(d3 × ha)d3 · κ× dα

)

+O(ε2) .

(34)
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Taking into account (23) and (24), equations (33) and (34) imply that the

couple acting on the part Cu(s) of the rod is

L(s) =

∫

Cu(s)

l̂ dV = µ0νVΠχ

∫

Σ×(0,s)

(ha · a)a× ha J dX1dX2dς

= Aµ0νVΠχ

∫ s

0

(d3 · ha)d3 × ha dς +O(ε2)

= η̃

∫ s

0

(d3 · e)d3 × e dς +O(ε2) .

It follows that, when terms of order O(ε2) are neglected, the magnetic couple

l per unit length of the axial curve is

l =
dL

ds
= η̃ (d3 · e)d3 × e ;

then, the equilibrium equations (32) for a magneto-elastic rod are obtained

by putting f = 0 and m = l = η̃ (d3 · e)d3 × e into the usual equilibrium

equations (13) of Kirchhoff’s theory.

3. Exact equilibrium solutions in terms of elliptic functions

In this Section we present some examples of exact solutions of the equilib-

rium equations (32) obtained by means of the Weierstrass elliptic functions.

We consider the plane problem of a cantilever, prismatic and twist-free in

the configuration C
u, subject to the action of a magnetic field ha and a force

F applied at its free end. We employ a Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z),

whose base vectors are (ex, ey, ez), with origin on the rod axis at the fixed

end, the y-axis having the oriented direction of F ; as in Section 2, the unit

vector e gives the direction of the magnetic field (Figure 1). The fixed end

of the rod corresponds to s = 0; the angle from y to d3 is denoted by ϑ, and

its value at s = 0 is ϑo.
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y

s = 0
s = ℓ

ha
e

Fd3

ϑ

ϑo

Figure 1: Cantilever immersed in a uniform magnetic field ha and subject to a force F

applied at the free end; the unit vector e is such that e× ha = 0.

The boundary conditions for the equilibrium problem of the rod are

x(0) = 0 , M(ℓ) = 0 . (35)

Since the rod is assumed to be prismatic and twist-free in C
u, the curvature

vector in that configuration vanishes, κu = 0; then, the measure of deforma-

tion (12) reduces to µ = κ and, making use of (4)1, the constitutive equation

(14) becomes

M = Cκ = EId3 × d ′
3 +GJκ3d3 . (36)

Equilibrium equation (32)1 requires that the resultant force F be constant. In

view of equation (36), the scalar product of (32)2 with d3 furnishes M
′ ·d3 =

(M · d3)
′ = 0, that implies κ′3 = 0; thus, the twist is uniform along the axis

as in rods subject to terminal loads only. In particular, in the present case,

the condition (35)2 specifies that the twist in the equilibrium configuration

C vanishes.

In the study of exact solutions for the system (32), (35), and (36), we

consider deformations of the rod occurring in the plane (y, z), for which we

have:

F = |F |ey , ha = ±|ha|e , d3 = y′ey + z′ez ;
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in components the condition of inextensibility (2) is

(y′)2 + (z′)2 = 1 . (37)

By putting

β =
F · ey

EI
> 0 , η =

η̃

EI
=

1

EI
Aµ0νVΠχ|ha|2 > 0 ,

the equilibrium equation (32)2 can be written in the form

(

d3 × d ′
3

)′
+ βd3 × ey + η (d3 · e)d3 × e = 0 . (38)

Henceforth we use dimensionless variables obtained by taking
√

I/A as unit

of length, EA as unit of force, and
√

EA/µ0 as unit of electric current;

denoting by a bar the new variables, we have

{s, y, z} = {s, y, z}
√

A

I
, k = k

√

I

A
, F =

F

EA
= β

I

A
= β ,

ha = ha

√

Iµ0

EA2
, η = η

I

A
;

after substitution in the previous equations, we omit the bars so that the

formal aspect of the equations is unaltered.

To arrive at a differential equation of the type soluble by means of elliptic

functions, we take the scalar product of equation (38) with d3 × d ′
3; after

integration of the result, we have

κ2x = γ − 2βy′ − η(d3 · e)2 , (39)

where

κx = d3 × d ′
3 · ex = kb · ex = ±k ,
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and γ is an integration constant. The component along y of the equation

d′
3 = κ× d3 is

y′′ = −κxz′ ; (40)

the square of this equation and the inextensibility condition (37) yield

(y′′)2 = κ2x
(

1− (y′)2
)

;

finally, substituting κ2x from (39), we obtain

(y′′)2 =
(

γ − 2βy′ − η(d3 · e)2
)(

1− (y′)2
)

. (41)

The form of this equation shows that it can be solved by means of elliptic

function when e = ey so that (d3 · e)2 = (y′)2, and when e = ez so that

(d3 · e)2 = 1− (y′)2. In the first case the magnetic field ha is parallel, in the

second case orthogonal, to the force F ; in both cases (41) is an equation of

the type

(ξ′)2 = f(ξ) = f̂(ξ)(1− ξ2) , (42)

where

ξ = y′ = cosϑ ,

and f(ξ) and f̂(ξ) are a polynomials in ξ of the fourth and second degree,

respectively.

Remark 2. For the case in which ha is parallel to F , it is possible to show

that when the condition (35)2 holds, the rod undergoes a planar deformation.

In fact, denoted by e the direction of ha and F , the equilibrium equation

(32)2 can be written as

M ′ +
(

|F |+ η̃ (d3 · e)
)

d3 × e = 0 . (43)
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The discussion following Equation (36) has shown that, in the considered

problem, κ3 = 0. Taking into account that e is a constant vector, from the

scalar product of (43) with e one has

M ′ · e = (M · e)′ = 0 ;

this equation and the condition (35)2 show that M ·e = 0; thus, since κ3 = 0,

equation (36) yields

1

EI
M · e = d3 × d′

3 · e = 0 . (44)

It follows from equations (36), (43) and (44) that

M ′ · d′
3 = EI(d3 × d′

3)
′ · d′

3 = −
(

|F |+ η̃ (d3 · e)
)

d3 × e · d′
3

=
(

|F |+ η̃ (d3 · e)
)

d3 × d′
3 · e = 0 ;

(45)

moreover, by use of the Serret-Frenet formulae one has

τk2 = d3 × d′
3 · d′′

3 = −(d3 × d′
3)

′ · d′
3 . (46)

Equations (45) and (46) imply that, under the present assumptions, τk2 = 0;

hence, when k vanishes at most at isolated points, τ = 0, that is, the axial

curve is planar.

3.1. Solution for ha parallel to F

When ha is parallel to F , the polynomials f(ξ) and f̂(ξ) are

f(ξ) = ηξ4 + 2βξ3 − (γ + η)ξ2 − 2βξ + γ , f̂(ξ) = −ηξ2 − 2βξ + γ .

Because ξ is equal to cosϑ, its values must be in the interval [−1, 1]. The

roots ξa and ξb of f̂(ξ), with ξa < ξb, are

ξa

ξb







=
β ∓

√

β2 + γη

−η = −β
η

(

1±
√

1 +
γη

β2

)

. (47)
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Equation (42) requires f̂(ξ) ≥ 0; since the coefficient of ξ2 in f̂(ξ) is negative,

f̂(ξ) is nonnegative for ξ in the interval whose ends are the roots of f̂(ξ), and

the admissible values of ξ are those which satisfy the relations

ξ ∈ [−1, 1] , ξ ∈ [ξa, ξb] . (48)

To solve equation (42) we consider ξ as a function of a complex variable u

(we use the same symbol for ξ as function of u and s, but it should be clear

from the context which is the function involved) and, denoted by a a root of

f(ξ), we put (cf. Bianchi, 1930, Sect.124)

ξ(u) = a +
b

κ(u)− c
, (49)

where

b =
f ′(a)

4
, c =

f ′′(a)

24
;

by choosing a = 1, we have

b = β +
η − γ

2
, c =

β + η

2
− γ + η

12
. (50)

In the interval of values of interest for the problem under consideration,

we write the variable u as u = uo + s, with uo a complex constant to be

determined. Then, by introducing (49) into equation (42), we have

(ξ′)
2
=

(

dξ

dκ

dκ

du

du

ds

)2

=

( −b
(κ − c)2

)2
(

4κ3 − g2κ − g3
)

, (51)

which shows that κ is the Weierstrass function ℘,

κ(u) = ℘(u; g2, g3) = ℘(u) ,

or, in the interval of values of u corresponding to the points of the rod axis,

κ(uo + s) = ℘(uo + s; g2, g3) = ℘(uo + s) , s ∈ (0, ℓ) ,
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with uo the value of u at the fixed end of the rod; hence, the function ξ = ξ(s)

has the expression

ξ(s) = a+
b

℘(uo + s)− c
. (52)

The invariants g2 and g3 of ℘ are determined by the coefficients of f(ξ):

g2 = β2+γη+3
(γ + η

6

)2

, g3 = −
(γ + η

6

)(

β2+γη−
(γ + η

6

)2)

. (53)

A characterization of the constant uo is obtained from the knowledge of the

values of u that furnish the roots of f = f(ξ(u)) and, with reference to

the function u(s) = uo + s, of the interval, parallel to the real axis in the

complex plane, on which u varies for s in (0, ℓ). Let ω1 and ω3 be the real

and imaginary half-periods of ℘, and let ω2 = ω1 + ω3. Equations (49) and

(51) show that the roots of f(ξ(u)) correspond to u = 0, where ℘ is infinite,

and to u equal to ω1, ω2, and ω3, where ℘ vanishes; moreover, equation (49)

implies that ξ is infinite for u = v = ℘−1c. In view of Equation (39), the

boundary condition (35)2 prescribes that

γ = ηξ2(ℓ) + 2βξ(ℓ) , (54)

and shows that ξ(ℓ) must be equal to one of the roots of f̂(ξ). The interval in

which the constant γ can take its values is determined by the condition that

the roots of f̂(ξ) be real and distinct, i.e., ∆ = β2 + γη > 0, which implies

γ > −β
2

η
= γ1 ,

and by the condition (54) which, by (48)1, shows that

γ < η + 2β = γ2 ,
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(the possibility that γ be equal to γ2 is excluded by the requirement that the

polynomial f(ξ) have distinct roots). From (47) and (50)1 we see that ξa,

ξb, and b are monotone functions of γ; those same equations imply that, for

γ → γ1,

ξa → −β
η
, ξb → −β

η
, b→ (β + η)2

2η
> 0 ,

and, for γ → γ2,

ξa → −
(

1 +
2β

η

)

, ξb → 1 , b→ 0 .

Thus, ξa can have values less than −1, ξb is less than 1, and this means that

ξ = 1 is the greatest of the roots of f , and ξ = −1 or ξa is the smallest;

moreover, b is always positive. The derivative with respect to κ of ξ =

a+ b/(κ − c) is
dξ

dκ
=

−b
(κ − c)2

. (55)

Let P be the perimeter of the rectangle of half-periods of ℘; since, when

u varies on P starting from 0 and moving counterclockwise, ℘(u) varies

monotonically from +∞ to −∞, from (55) we see that ξ is a monotone

function of u (for u on P). To determine the position on P of the point

v where ξ becomes infinite, we calculate ℘′v from the differential equation

satisfied by ℘, making use of (50)2 and (53):

℘′v = ±
√

4℘3v − g2℘v − g3 = ±
√

ηb2 . (56)

The fact that ℘′v is real implies that v can be on the segment (0, ω1), where

℘′u < 0, or on the segment (ω3, ω2), where ℘
′u > 0. As ξ(u)|u=0 = 1 is the

greatest root of f(ξ), no root is given by u varying between 0 and v. We

conclude that v is in (0, ω1), and that ξ(ω1) is the smallest of the roots, equal
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to the smaller among ξ = −1 and ξa. Consequently, the radical in (56) has

the minus sign and, since the values that ξ assumes on (0, ω1) do not belong

to the admissible interval [−1, 1], in the present problem u(s) = uo + s must

be on the line through ω2 and ω3. As already observed, equation (54) shows

that ξ(ℓ) must be equal to one of the roots of f̂(ξ); if ξ(ω̄) is the value of ξ

at the free end of the rod, then

ξ(s)s=ℓ = ξ(u)u=uo+ℓ = ξ(u)u=ω̄ ,

that is,

uo = ω̄ − ℓ .

From the above discussion we conclude that: i) if ξa < −1, then ξ(ℓ) is equal

to ξ(ω3) = ξb and uo = ω3 − ℓ; ii) if ξa > −1, then ξ(ℓ) can be equal to

ξ(ω3) = ξb or ξ(ω2) = ξa; it is uo = ω3 − ℓ if ξ if an increasing function of s,

and uo = ω2 − ℓ if ξ is a decreasing function of s.

To find the value of the integration constant γ, we note that, as shown

by equations (53), the invariants g2 and g3 of ℘, and hence uo, depend on

that constant; to stress this dependence, we can write ξ = ξ(s; γ). The

value or the values of γ ∈]γ1, γ2[ that, for assigned β and η, correspond to

a solution of the considered equilibrium problem, must satisfy the condition

ξ(s; γ)|s=0 = cosϑo.

The coordinate y of the points of C follows from the integration of ξ = y′.

Equation (52) can be written as

ξ(s) = a +
b

℘′v

℘′v

℘(uo + s)− ℘v
, (57)

where ℘′v = −b√η; using the following addition formula involving the Weier-
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strass functions ℘ and ζ ,

℘′u

℘u− ℘v
= ζ(u+ v) + ζ(u− v)− 2ζu , (58)

equation (57) becomes

ξ(s) = a− 1√
η
(ζ(uo + s+ v)− ζ(uo + s− v)− 2ζv) ,

and since ζ is the logarithmic derivative of the Weierstrass function σ, taking

in account that y(s)|s=0 = 0, we have

y(s) =

[

(

a− 2ζv√
η

)

ς +
1√
η
ln
σ(uo + ς + v)

σ(uo + ς − v)

]ς=s

ς=0

. (59)

To determine the coordinate z of the points of C , we make use of equation

(40) that, by means of (39), is written as

y′′ = −κxz′ = ±z′
√

γ − ηξ2 − 2βξ ,

and implies that

z(ξ) = ±
∫

dξ
√

γ − ηξ2 − 2βξ
. (60)

The term under the radical sign can be put in the form

γ − ηξ2 − 2βξ =
β2 + γη

η

(

1−
( ηξ + β
√

β2 + γη

)2)

,

and equation (60) becomes

z(ξ) = ±
∫

dξ
√

γ − ηξ2 − 2βξ

= ± 1√
η

∫

(

1−
( ηξ + β
√

β2 + γη

)2)− 1

2

d
( ηξ + β
√

β2 + γη

)

.

Thus, as z(s)|s=0 = 0, we have

z(s) = ± 1√
η

[

sin−1
( ηξ(ς) + β
√

β2 + γη

)

]ς=s

ς=0

, (61)

where ξ(s) is given by (52).
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Remark 3. If the rod is subject only to the action of the uniform field ha,

the equilibrium equation and the quantities that characterize the solution can

be obtained by putting β = 0 into the equations of the case with non-null

force. In particular, the polynomials f(ξ) and f̂(ξ) have the expressions

f(ξ) = ηξ4 − (γ + η)ξ2 + γ , f̂(ξ) = −ηξ2 + γ ,

and the roots of f̂(ξ) are

ξa = −
√

γ/η , ξb =
√

γ/η .

The boundary condition (35)2 requires that

γ = ηξ2(ℓ) ,

and shows that γ is positive and less than η (the four roots of f are assumed

to be distinct), so that −1 < ξa < ξb < 1. The function ξ, solution of

the differential equation (42), has the form (52) in which, when a = 1, the

constants b and c have the expressions that can be obtained by putting β = 0

in equations (50); analogously, the invariants of ℘ are those given by equation

(53) for β = 0. The constants γ and uo are determined as for the case with

non-null force. The coordinate y of the points of the deformed rod axis

is given by equation (59), the coordinate z has the expression obtained by

setting β = 0 in equation (61).

Remark 4. If the only action on the rod is the terminal force F , the poly-

nomial f(ξ) is of the third degree and the differential equation for ξ′ is

(ξ′)2 = f(ξ) = 2βξ3 − γξ2 − 2βξ + γ . (62)
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The roots of f are ξ1 = 1, ξ2 = γ/(2β), and ξ3 = −1. The expression of

κ2x = (d3 × d ′
3)

2 is

κ2x = γ − 2βξ(ℓ) , (63)

so that the boundary condition at s = ℓ is

γ = 2βξ(ℓ) . (64)

This equation implies that γ1 = −2β and γ2 = 2β and, thus, that ξ1 > ξ2 > ξ3

(the roots are assumed to be distinct). The form of equation (62) that is

soluble by means of elliptic functions is obtained by means of the substitution

(cf. Bianchi (1930), Sect.124)

ξ(u) =
γ

6β
+

2

β
κ(u) ; (65)

assuming that u = uo + s, introduction of (65) into (62) furnishes

(dξ

ds

)2

=
4

β2

(dκ

du

du

ds

)2

=
4

β2

(

4κ3 −
(

β2 +
γ2

12

)

κ − γ3

216
+
β2γ

6

)

.

This equation shows that κ is the function ℘ of Weierstrass,

κ(u) = ℘(u; g2, g3) = ℘u ,

whose invariants are

g2 = β2 +
γ2

12
, g3 =

γ3

216
− β2γ

6
;

hence,

ξ(s) =
γ

6β
+

2

β
℘(uo + s) . (66)

As to the constant uo, we observe that limξ→±∞ f(ξ) = ±∞, and this means

that, in the interval [−1, 1], f has positive values between ξ3 and ξ2; since
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the boundary condition (64) requires that ξ(ℓ) be equal to ξ2 = ξ(ω2), we

conclude that uo = ω2 − ℓ. The constant γ must satisfy the condition

ξ(s; γ)|s=0 = cosϑo (that we have written emphasizing the dependence of

ξ on γ). Integration of y′ = ξ with the condition y(s)|s=0 = 0 yields

y(s) =

[

γ

6β
ς − 2

β
ζ(uo + s)

]ς=s

ς=0

;

From equations (40) and (63) it follows that

z(ξ) = ±
∫

dξ√
γ − 2βξ

,

whose integration with the condition z(s)|s=0 = 0 furnishes

z(s) = ±
[

√

γ − 2βξ(ς)

−β

]ς=s

ς=0

,

where ξ(s) is given by the equation (66).

3.2. Solution for ha orthogonal to F

This case can be studied following the same steps as those of the case in

which ha and F are parallel. To simplify the writing, we put γ = η − γ, so

that equation (39) becomes

κ2x = ηξ2 − 2βξ − γ , (67)

and the polynomial f(ξ) and f̂(ξ) have the expressions

f(ξ) = −ηξ4 + 2βξ3 + (γ + η)ξ2 − 2βξ − γ , f̂(ξ) = ηξ2 − 2βξ − γ .

The roots ξa and ξb of f̂(ξ), with ξa < ξb, are

ξa

ξb







=
β ∓

√

β2 + γη

η
=
β

η

(

1∓
√

1 +
γη

β2

)

, (68)
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and, since the coefficient of ξ2 in f̂(ξ) is positive, f(ξ) = f̂(ξ)(1 − ξ2) has

nonnegative values for ξ not belonging to the interior of the interval of the

roots of f̂(ξ); the admissible values of ξ must satisfy the relations

ξ ∈ [−1, 1] , ξ /∈ ]ξa, ξb[ . (69)

The solution of the equation (42) again has the form

ξ(s) = a+
b

℘(uo + s)− c
, (70)

where, for a = 1, now it is

b = β +
γ − η

2
, c =

β − η

2
+
γ + η

12
, (71)

and the invariants g2 and g3 of ℘ are:

g2 = β2 + γη + 3
(γ + η

6

)2

, g3 =
(γ + η

6

)(

β2 + γη −
(γ + η

6

)2)

.

Equations (68) and (71)1 show that ξa, ξb, and b are monotone functions of γ.

The ends of the interval of the possible values of γ, determined as previously

done, are:

γ1 = −β
2

η
, γ2 = η + 2β ;

we find that, for γ → γ1,

ξa →
β

η
, ξb →

β

η
, b→ −(β − η)2

2η
,

and, for γ → γ2,

ξa → −1 , ξb → ξb = 1 +
2β

η
, b→ 2β .

We see that ξa is always greater than −1 and ξb is positive, so that ξ = −1

is the smallest of the roots of f , and ξ = 1 or ξb is the greatest; moreover,
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b can be positive or negative and the expression (55) of the derivative of ξ

with respect to κ = ℘u, shows that ξ can be an increasing or a decreasing

function of u, when u moves along the perimeter P of the rectangle of the

half-periods. The derivative of ℘ at the point v = ℘−1c, where ξ becomes

infinite, is

℘′v = ±i
√

ηb2 ;

thus, in view of the properties of the function ℘, the point v is on the segment

from ω3 to 0 if ℘′v is imaginary negative, and is on the segment from ω1 to

ω2 if ℘′v is imaginary positive. The boundary condition for s = ℓ requires

that

γ = ηξ2(ℓ)− 2βξ(ℓ) ,

with ξ(ℓ) equal to one of the roots of f̂(ξ). Taking into account that the

root ξ = 1 occurs at u = 0 and that no root is given by u varying between v

and the point ū for which ξ(u)|u=ū = −1, we have: i) if v is on the segment

(0, ω3), 1 is the greatest root, and ξb = ξ(ω1), ξa = ξ(ω2), −1 = ξ(ω3);

if ξ(s)|s=0 = cosϑo > ξb, u = uo + s varies on the segment (0, ω1) and

uo = ω1 − ℓ; if ξ(s)|s=0 = cosϑo < ξa, u = uo + s varies on the segment

(ω3, ω2) and uo = ω2 − ℓ; ii) if v is on the segment (ω1, ω2), taking into

account equation (69)2 and the fact that ξ(s)|s=ℓ must be equal to one of

the roots of f̂(ξ), we have −1 = ξ(ω2), ξa = ξ(ω3), ξb = ξ(ω1) > 1, and

uo = ω3 − ℓ. The value of ℘′v is

℘′v =







−i
√

ηb2 , if c = ℘v < ℘ω3 ,

+i
√

ηb2 , if c = ℘v > ℘ω2 .

As in the cases previously examined, we can write ξ = ξ(s; γ̄) and the values

of the constant γ ∈]γ1, γ2[ that correspond to solutions of the equilibrium
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problem are obtained from the condition ξ(s; γ̄)|s=0 = cosϑo. By means of

the formula (58), equation (70) can be put in the form

ξ(s) = a− b

℘′v
(ζ(uo + s + v)− ζ(uo + s− v)− 2ζv) ,

which, by integration with the condition y(s)|s=0 = 0, furnishes

y(s) =

[

(

a+
2bζv

℘′v

)

ς − b

℘′v
ln
σ(uo + ς + v)

σ(uo + ς − v)

]ς=s

ς=0

.

Equations (40) and (67) yield

z(ξ) = ±
∫

dξ
√

ηξ2 − 2βξ − γ
; (72)

the term under the radical sign can be written as

ηξ2 − 2βξ − γ =
β2 + γη

η

(( ηξ − β
√

β2 + γη

)2

− 1
)

,

and (72) becomes

z(ξ) = ±
∫

dξ
√

ηξ2 − 2βξ − γ

= ± 1√
η

∫

(( ηξ − β
√

β2 + γη

)2

− 1
)− 1

2

d
( ηξ − β
√

β2 + γη

)

.

From this equation, taking into account that z(s)|s=0 = 0, we obtain

z(s) = ± 1√
η

[

cosh−1
( ηξ(ς)− β
√

β2 + γη

)

]ς=s

ς=0

,

where ξ(s) is given by (70).

4. Examples

Two examples of application of the exact solutions deduced in the pre-

vious Section are presented: the first one considers a problem in which the
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force and the magnetic field are, respectively, orthogonal and parallel to the

direction of the undeformed rod axis; the second one refers to a problem in

which the directions of the force applied at the free end and the magnetic

field are parallel.

4.1. Example in which ha and F are orthogonal

We consider a cantilever that has length ℓ = 80 in dimensionless units,

is subject to a terminal force orthogonal to the direction of the undeformed

rod axis, and is immersed in a magnetic field parallel to that direction, as

shown in the Figure 2.

y

z
ϑo

s = 0 s = ℓ

ha

F

Figure 2: Cantilever subject to a force F orthogonal to the direction of the undeformed

rod axis, and immersed in a magnetic field parallel to that direction.

In this arrangement, the force tends to bend the rod, while the magnetic field

produces a distribution of couples that, for the assumed orientation of the

magnetic particles, tend to keep the longitudinal fibers of the rod parallel to

the field.

We assume that, initially, the rod is bent by the terminal force in absence

of the magnetic field; then, the field is applied in successive steps (avoiding

dynamical effects) and produces a progressive reduction of the inflection.

In the Figure 3, we have plotted, for increasing values of η, the coordinate

yℓ of the free end of the rod, which is equal to the transverse component of the
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Figure 3: Transverse component of the displacement of the free end as a function of η for

some values of β in the range from 0.0001 to 0.0005.

displacement at s = ℓ. We considered five values of the force, corresponding

to the values of β written in the Figure. The diagrams show that the action

of the magnetic field reduces the displacement to a small amount of its initial

value. Thus, the problem treated in this example can be viewed as a model

for a remotely controlled deformation of a rod.

4.2. Example in which ha and F are parallel

In the present example we refer to a cantilever subject to a magnetic field

ha and a terminal force F having the same direction. We note preliminarily

that, as the orientation of the magnetic particles is assumed to be parallel to

the longitudinal fibers of the rod, the couples exerted by a field ha tend to

make those fibers parallel to the direction of the magnetic field; as shown by
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Figure 4, a magnetic field and a force, having the same direction and acting

separately, bend a cantilever on sides of the undeformed rod axis that can

be coinciding or opposite.

�

�

�

�

Figure 4: Examples of deformations caused by a magnetic field and a terminal force acting

separately on a cantilever.

We consider the case in which a uniform field ha of increasing magnitude acts

on a rod that is deformed by the action of a force: we keep the force constant

and examine the evolution of the deformation produced by the increasing

field, that is assumed to be applied in successive steps avoiding dynamical

effects. In the example, the common direction of F and ha forms an angle

ϑo = 3π/4 with the undeformed rod axis, as illustrated by the Figure 5.

Let wℓ be the transverse displacement component of the free end of the rod,

assumed positive in the upward direction of Figure 5. In the Figure 6 the

diagrams of wℓ for eight given values of β (i.e., of the terminal force) and for

increasing values of η (i.e., of |ha|) are drawn.

The diagrams show that the application of an increasing magnetic field can

produce either a progressive reduction, followed by an inversion of sign, of
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s = 0 s = ℓ
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F

Figure 5: Cantilever subject to the field ha and the force F whose directions form an angle

ϑo = 3π/4 with the undeformed rod axis.
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Figure 6: Transverse displacements wℓ of the free end of a cantilever, whose dimensionless

length is 80, that is subject to a constant terminal force and is immersed in a magnetic

field of increasing magnitude. On each curve the parameter β is constant and has the

following values: curve 1, β = 0; curve 2, β = 0.0001; curve 3, β = 0.0002; curve 4,

β = 0.00025; curve 5, β = 0.0003; curve 6, β = 0.00035; curve 7, β = 0.0004; curve 8,

β = 0.0005.

the deformation caused by the force, or an increment of that deformation.

The former effect occurs for lower, and the latter for higher, values of the
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force. The diagrams show also that, as the parameter η increases, the equi-

librium problems exhibit bifurcation points (i.e., points where a change in

the number of solutions occurs) at which couples of new solutions appear;

the bifurcation points of the curves 1 and 2 are outside the region repre-

sented in the Figure. For the considered class of problems, Figure 6 may be

seen as a bifurcation diagram with η as a bifurcation parameter and β as an

imperfection parameter.

The plots in the Figure 6 show that the behavior of the curves 1-5, cor-

responding to lower values of the force, is qualitatively different from that

of the curves 6-8, corresponding to higher values of the force; the transition

from one type of behavior to the other occurs in the region between the

curves 5 and 6, that is, for a value of β between 0.00030 and 0.00035.
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Figure 7: Deformed axial curves, at η = 0.0002, for the eight chosen values of β (left);

deformed axial curves, at η = 0.00052, of the three solutions of the case in which β =

0.00035 (right).

On the left in Figure 7, the deformed axial curves of the cantilever at η =
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0.0002, for the eight values of β, are shown. On the right in the Figure, with

reference to the curve labeled with the number 6, the axial curves in the

three equilibrium configurations of the rod for η = 0.00052 are shown.

5. Conclusions

We have considered magneto-elastic rods whose structure presents a uni-

form distribution of paramagnetic particles that are firmly embedded in an

elastic matrix and are aligned along the longitudinal fibers of the rod. With

reference to rods of that type, viewed as three-dimensional bodies, the ex-

pression of the distribution of couples per unit length of the rod axis has

been derived. The deduction, which is based on an order of magnitude anal-

ysis and considers spatial deformations of rods that may be non-prismatic

in an undistorted configuration, yields results that are fully consistent with

Kirchhoff’s theory of rods because they hold at the same order of magni-

tude. Then, by means of a variational procedure, the equilibrium equations

of magneto-elastic rods subject to end loads and a uniform magnetic field

have been derived.

The deduced equations have been applied to the study of equilibrium of

cantilevers that undergo planar deformation under the action of a terminal

force and a magnetic field whose directions are parallel or orthogonal. For

such classes of problems exact solutions in terms of Weierstrass elliptic func-

tions have been derived, and two examples of applications of these solutions

have been presented. In the first one a cantilever is subject to a magnetic field

parallel to the direction of the undeformed rod axis and a force orthogonal

to that direction; the results show that the distribution of couples originated
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by the magnetic field produces a strong reduction of the deformation caused

by the force, and suggest that the considered example constitutes a model

of a device for the remote control of the deformation of a rod. In the second

example the cantilever is acted upon by a force and a magnetic field that

have parallel directions forming an angle of 3π/4 with the undeformed rod

axis. Curves for constant force and varying magnetic field have been drawn

for various values of the force. The results show that, as the magnetic field

increases, bifurcation points appear; moreover, the qualitative aspect of the

bifurcation diagrams is different for lower and higher values of the force.

The results obtained in the paper suggest that a wide variety of situations

can be expected by varying the parameters entering in the equilibrium and

stability problems (dimensions of the rod, boundary conditions, magnitude

of the force and the magnetic field, inclination of their direction with respect

to the undeformed rod axis) and the deduced exact solutions appear to be a

useful instrument to investigate these problems.
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